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Abstract
A consensus tree is a phylogenetic tree that captures the similarity between a set of conflicting
phylogenetic trees. The problem of computing a consensus tree is a major step in phylogenetic
tree reconstruction. It is also central for predicting a species tree from a set of gene trees, as
indicated recently in [Nature 2013].
This paper focuses on two of the most well-known and widely used consensus tree methods:
the greedy consensus tree and the frequency difference consensus tree. Given k conflicting trees
each with n leaves, the previous fastest algorithms for these problems were Opkn2 q for the greedy
r pmintkn2 , k 2 nuq for the frequency difference consensus tree
consensus tree [J. ACM 2016] and O
r pkn1.5 q and O
r pknq respectively.
[ACM TCBB 2016]. We improve these running times to O
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Introduction

A phylogenetic tree describes the evolutionary relationships among a set of n species called
taxa. It is an unordered rooted tree whose leaves represent the taxa and whose inner nodes
represent their common ancestors. Each leaf has a distinct label from rns. The inner nodes
are unlabelled and have at least two children.
Numerous phylogenetic trees, reconstructed from data sources like fossils or DNA sequences, have been published in the literature since the early 1860s. However, the phylogenetic trees obtained from different data sources or using different reconstruction methods
result in conflicts (similar though not identical phylogenetic trees over the same set rns of
leaf labels). The conflicts between phylogenetic trees are usually measured by their difference in signatures: The signature of a phylogenetic tree T is the set tLpuq : u P T u where
Lpuq denotes the set of labels of all leaves in the subtree rooted at node u of T (the set Lpuq
is sometimes called a cluster). To deal with the conflicts between k phylogenetic trees in a
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systematic manner, the concept of a consensus tree was invented. Informally, the consensus
tree is a single phylogenetic tree that summarizes the branching structure (signatures) of all
the conflicting trees. That is, given a collection of k phylogenetic trees with the same set
of leaf labels rns, we would like to build a single phylogenetic tree that captures as much
of their structure as possible (in practice, we might want to relax this assumption and only
require that each set of leaf labels is a subset of rns, but we assume that it is exactly rns as
in the previous theoretical work). Of course, there are many possibilities of how this single
phylogenetic tree should be chosen.
Many different types of consensus trees have been proposed in the literature. For almost
r
all of them, optimal or near-optimal Opknq
time constructions are known. These include
Adam’s consensus tree [1], strict consensus tree [27], loose consensus tree [4, 13], majorityrule consensus tree [13, 17], majority-rule (+) consensus tree [11], and asymmetric median
consensus tree [20, 21]2 . Two of the most notable exceptions are the frequency difference
consensus tree [10] and the greedy consensus tree [5,9] whose running time remains quadratic
2 2
r
in either k or n. In particular, the former can be constructed in Opmintkn
, k nuq time [11]
2
and the later in Opkn q time [13]. For more details about different consensus trees and
their advantages and disadvantages see the survey in [5], Chapter 30 in [8], and Chapter 8.4
in [31].
In this paper we propose novel worst-case efficient algorithms for the frequency difference
consensus tree problem and the greedy consensus tree problem.
First, we present an Opkn log2 nq time deterministic labeling method. The labeling
method counts the frequency (number of occurrences) of every cluster S in the input trees.
Based on this labeling method, we obtain an Opkn log2 nq time construction of the frequency
difference consensus tree. Then, for the greedy consensus tree, we present our main technical
contribution: a method that uses micro-macro decomposition to verify if a cluster S is compatible with a tree T in Opn0.5 log nq time and, if so, modify T to include S in Opn0.5 log nq
amortized time. Using this procedure, we obtain an Opkn1.5 log nq time construction of the
greedy consensus tree.
The frequency difference consensus tree. The frequency f pSq of a cluster S (a set of
labels of all leaves in some subtree) is the number of trees that contain S. A cluster is
said to be compatible with another cluster if they are either disjoint or one is included in
the other. A frequent cluster is a cluster that occurs in more trees than any of the clusters
that are incompatible with it. The frequency difference consensus tree is a tree whose
signature is exactly all the frequent clusters. Such a tree always exists because, for any
pair of incompatible clusters, at most one will be included, and so all included clusters are
pairwise compatible.
The frequency difference consensus tree was initially proposed by Goloboff et al. [10],
and its relationship with other consensus trees was studied in [7]. In particular, it can be
seen as a refinement of the majority-rule consensus tree [13, 17]. Moreover, it is known to
give less noisy branches than the greedy consensus tree defined below. Steel and Velasco [30]
concluded that “the frequency difference method is worthy of more widespread usage and
serious study”. A naive construction of the frequency difference consensus tree takes Opk 2 n2 q
time. The free software TNT [10] has implemented a heuristics method to construct it more
efficiently. However, its time complexity remains unknown.

2

Constructing the asymmetric median consensus tree was proven to be NP-hard for k ą 2 [20] and
r pnq time for k “ 2 [21].
solvable in O
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Recently, Jansson et al. [11] presented an Opmintkn2 , k 2 n ` kn log2 nuq time construction (implemented in the FACT software package [12]). Their algorithm first computes
the frequency f pSq of every cluster S with non-zero frequency. This is done in total
Opmintkn2 , k 2 nuq time. They then show that given these computed frequencies, the frequency difference consensus tree can be computed in additional Opkn log2 nq time. In Section 2 we show how to compute all frequencies in total Opkn log2 nq time leading to the
following theorem:
§ Theorem 1. The frequency difference consensus tree of k phylogenetic trees T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk
on the same set of leaves rns can be computed in Opkn log2 nq time.
To prove the above theorem, we first develop an Opkn log2 nq time algorithm for assigning
a number idpuq P rkns to every u P Ti such that idpuq “ idpu1 q iff Lpuq “ Lpu1 q. With these
numbers in hand, we can then compute the frequencies of all clusters in Opknq time using
counting sort (since there are only kn clusters with non-zero frequencies, and each was
assigned an integer bounded by kn). Notice that this also generates a sorted list of all
clusters with non-zero frequencies.
The greedy consensus tree. We say that a given collection C of subsets of rns is consistent
if there exists a phylogenetic tree T such that the signature of T is exactly C. The greedy
consensus tree is defined by the following procedure: We begin with an initially empty C
and then consider all clusters S in decreasing order of their frequencies. In this order, for
every S, we check if C Y tSu is consistent, and if so we add S to C.
The greedy consensus tree is one of the most well-known consensus trees. It has been
used in numerous papers such as [2, 3, 6, 14–16, 18, 19, 23, 24, 26, 29, 33] to name a few. For
example, in a recent landmark paper in Nature [23], it was used to construct the species tree
from 1000 gene trees of yeast genomes, and in [6] it was asserted that “The greedy consensus
tree offers some robustness to gene-tree discordance that may cause other methods to fail to
recover the species tree. In addition, the greedy consensus method outperformed our other
methods for branch lengths outside the too-greedy zone.”.
The greedy consensus tree is a refinement of the majority-rule consensus tree, and is
sometimes called the extended majority-rule consensus (eMRC) tree. It is implemented in
popular phylogenetics software packages like PHYLIP [9], PAUP* [32], MrBayes [22], and
RAxML [28]. A naive construction of the greedy consensus tree requires Opkn3 q time [5].
To speed this up, these software packages often use hashing to improve the running time.
Thus, if one is interested in analyzing worst-case complexity of the algorithms used in these
packages, it would be necessary to allow randomization, as otherwise there is no guarantee
on the efficiency of hashing. Even with randomization, the worst-case time complexities of
these solutions are not known. Recently, Jansson et al. [13] gave the best known provable
construction with an Opkn2 q deterministic running time (their implementation is also part
of the FACT package). In Section 3 we present our main contribution, a deterministic
1.5
r
Opkn
q construction as stated by the following theorem:
§ Theorem 2. The greedy consensus tree of k phylogenetic trees T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk on the same
set of leaves rns can be computed in Opkn1.5 log nq time.
To prove the above theorem, we develop a generic procedure that takes any ordered list
of clusters S1 , S2 , . . . , S` Ď rns and tries adding them one-by-one to the current solution C.
We assume that every cluster Si is specified by providing a tree Ti and a node ui P Ti such
that Si “ Lpui q. Our procedure requires Opn0.5 log nq time per cluster (to add this cluster
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to C or assert that it cannot be added) and needs not to assume anything about the order
of the clusters. In particular, it does not rely on the clusters being sorted by frequencies.

2

Computing the Identifiers

We process the nodes of every Ti in a bottom-up order. For every node u P Ti , we compute the identifier idpuq by updating the following structure called the dynamic set equality
structure:
§ Lemma 3 (the dynamic set equality structure). There exists a data structure that maintains
a set of integers under the following operations: (1) create a new empty set in constant time,
(2) add x P rns to the set in Oplog2 nq time, (3) return the identifier of the set in constant
time, and (4) list all ` elements of the set in Op`q time. The structure ensures that the
identifiers are bounded by the total number of update operations performed so far, and that
two sets are equal iff their identifiers are equal.
Proof. To allow for listing all elements of the current set S, we store them in a list. Before
adding the new element x to the list, we need to check if x P S. This will be done using the
representation described below.
Conceptually, we work with a complete binary tree B on n leaves labelled with 0, 1, . . . , n´
1 when read from left to right (without losing generality, n is a power of 2), where every
node u corresponds to a set Dpuq Ď rns defined by the leaves in its subtree (note that
Dpuq “ ti, i ` 1, . . . , ju, where 0 ď i ď j ă n). Now, any set S is associated with a binary
tree B, where we write 1 in a leaf if the corresponding element belongs to S and 0 otherwise.
Then, for every node we define its characteristic vector by writing down the values written
in the leaves of its subtree in the natural order (from left to right). Clearly, the vector of
an inner node is obtained by concatenating the vector of its children. We want to maintain
identifiers of all nodes, so that the identifiers of two nodes are equal iff their characteristic
vectors are identical. If we can keep the identifiers small, then the identifier of the current
set can be computed as the identifiers of the root of B.
Assume that we have already computed the identifiers of all nodes in B and now want to
add x to S. This changes the value in the leaf u corresponding to x and, consequently, the
characteristic vectors of all ancestors of u. However, it does not change the characteristic
vectors of any other node. Therefore, we traverse the ancestors of u starting from u and recompute their identifiers. Let v be the current node. If we have never seen the characteristic
vector of v before, we can set the identifier of v to be the largest already used identifier plus
one. Otherwise, we have to set the identifier of v to be the same as the one previously used
for a node with such a characteristic vector. As mentioned above, the characteristic vector
of an inner node v is the concatenation of the characteristic vectors of its children v` and vr .
We maintain a dictionary mapping a pair consisting of the identifier of v` and the identifier
of vr to the identifier of v. The dictionary is global, that is, shared by all instances of the
structure. Then, assuming that we have already computed the up-to-date identifiers of v`
and vr , we only need to query the dictionary to check if the identifier of v should be set to
the largest already used identifier plus one (which is exactly when the dictionary does not
contain the corresponding pair) or retrieve the appropriate identifier. Therefore, adding x to
B reduces to log n queries to the dictionary. By implementing the dictionary with balanced
search trees, we therefore obtain the claimed Oplog2 nq time for adding an element.
We are not completely done yet, because creating a new complete binary tree B takes
Opnq time and therefore the initialization time is not constant yet. However, we can observe
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that it does not make sense to explicitly maintain a node u of B such that S X Dpuq “ H,
because we can assume that the identifier of such an u is 0. In other words, we can maintain
only the part of B induced by the leaves corresponding to S. Adding an element x P S is
implemented as above, except that we might need to create (at most Oplog nq) new nodes
on the leaf-to-root path corresponding to x (if such a leaf already exists, we terminate
the procedure as x P S already) and then recompute the identifiers on the whole path as
described above.
đ
Armed with Lemma 3, we process every Ti bottom-up. Consider an inner node v P Ti and
let v1 , v2 , . . . , vd be its children ordered so that |Lpv1 q| “ maxj |Lpvj q|, that is, the subtree
rooted at v1 is the largest. Assuming that we have already stored every Lpvj q in a dynamic
set equality structure, we construct a dynamic set equality structure storing Lpvq by simply
inserting all elements of Lpv2 q Y Lpv3 q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Lpvd q into the structure of Lpv1 q. This takes
Oplog2 nq time per element. Then, we set idpuq to be the identifier of the obtained structure.
By a standard argument (heavy path decomposition), every leaf of Ti is inserted into at most
log n structures and therefore the whole Ti is processed in Opn log3 nq time. This gives us
the claimed Opkn log3 nq total time.
We now proceed with a faster Opkn log2 nq total time solution. While this is irrelevant
for our Opkn1.5 log nq time construction of the greedy consensus tree, it implies a better
complexity for constructing the frequency difference consensus tree.
We start with a high-level intuition. Lemma 3 is, in a sense, more than we need, as it is
not completely clear that we need to immediately compute the identifier of the current set.
Indeed, applying heavy path decomposition we can partially delay computing the identifiers
by proceeding in Oplog nq phases. In each phase, we can then replace the dynamic dictionary
used to store the mapping with a radix sort. Intuitively, this shaves one log from the time
complexity. We proceed with a detailed explanation.
§ Theorem 4. The numbers idpuq can be found for all nodes of the k phylogenetic trees
T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk in Opkn log2 nq total time.
Proof. For a node v P Ti , define its level levelpvq to be `, such that 2` ď |Lpvq| ă 2``1 .
Thus, the levels are between 0 and log n, level of a node is at least as large as the levels
of its children, and a node on level ` has at most one child on the same level. We work in
phases ` “ 0, 1, . . . , log n. In phase `, we assume that the numbers idpvq are already known
for all nodes v, such that levelpvq ă `, and want to assign these numbers to all nodes v, such
that levelpvq “ `. We will show how to achieve this in Opkn log nq time, thus proving the
theorem.
Consider all nodes v, such that levelpvq “ `. Because every such v has at most one
child at the same level, all level-` nodes in Ti can be partitioned into maximal paths of the
form p “ v1 ´ v2 ´ . . . ´ vs , where the level of the parent of v1 is larger than ` (or v1 is
the root of Ti ), and the levels of all children of vj (except for vj`1 , if defined) are smaller
than `. v1 is called the head of p and denoted headppq. Now, our goal is to find idpvj q with
the required properties for every j “ 1, 2, . . . , s. We will actually achieve a bit more. The
sets Lpheadppqq are disjoint in every tree Ti , and thus we can define, for every i, a partition
Pi “ tPi p1q, Pi p2q, . . . , Pi pti qu of the set of leaves rns, where every Pi pzq corresponds to a
level-` path p “ v1 ´ v2 ´ . . . ´ vs in Ti , such that Lpheadppqq “ Pi pzq. The elements of Pi pzq
are then ordered, and we think that Pi pzq is a sequence of length |Pi pzq|. The ordering is
chosen so that, for every j “ 1, 2, . . . , s, the set Lpvj q corresponds to some prefix of Pi pzq.
Pi pzqr1..rs denotes the prefix of Pi pzq of length r. We will assign identifiers to all such
prefixes Pi pzqr1..rs, for every i “ 1, 2, . . . , k, z “ 1, 2, . . . , ti and r “ 1, 2, . . . , |Pi pzq|, with
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the property that the identifiers of two prefixes are equal iff the sets of leaves appearing in
both of them are equal. Then, we can extract the required idpvj q in constant time each by
taking the identifiers of some Pi pzqr1..rs.
Recall that in the slower solution we worked with a complete binary tree B on n leaves.
For every set S in the collection and every u P B, we computed an identifier of the set
S X Dpuq. This was possible, because if u` and ur are the left and the right child of u,
respectively, then the identifier of S X Dpuq can be found using the identifiers of S X Dpu` q
and S X Dpur q. We need to show that retrieving these identifiers can be batched.
Fix a node u P B and, for every i “ 1, 2, . . . , k and z “ 1, 2, . . . , ti , consider all prefixes
Pi pzqr1..rs for r “ 1, 2, . . . , |Pi pzq|. We create a version of u for every such prefix. The version
corresponds to the set containing all elements of Dpuq occurring in the prefix Pi pzqr1..rs.
We want to assign identifiers to all versions of u. First, observe that we only have to create
a new version if Pi pzqrrs P Dpuq, as otherwise the set is the same as for r ´ 1. Thus, the
total number of required versions, when summed over all nodes u P B on the same depth
in B, is only kn, as a leaf of Ti creates exactly one new version for some u. For every node
u P B, we will store a list of all its versions. A version consists of its identifier (such that
the identifier of two versions is the same iff the corresponding sets are equal) together with
the indices i, z and r. We describe how to create such a list for every node u P B at the
same depth d given the lists for all nodes at depth d ` 1 next.
Let u1 and u2 be the left and the right child of u P B, respectively. Then, we need
to create a new version of u for every new version of u1 and every new version of u2 ,
because for the set corresponding to u to change either the set corresponding to u1 or the
set corresponding to u2 must change, and every change is adding one new element. Fix i
and z and consider all versions of u1 corresponding to i and z sorted according to r. Let the
sorted list of their r’s be a1 ă a2 ă . . .. Similarly, consider all versions of u2 corresponding
to i and z sorted according to r, and let the sorted list of their r’s be b1 ă b2 ă . . .. For
every x P ta1 , a2 , . . .u Y tb1 , b2 , . . .u, we create a new version of u corresponding to i, z, and
r equal to x. This is done by retrieving the version of u1 with r equal to ap , such that
ap ď x and p is maximized, and the version of u2 with r equal to bq , such that bq ď x
and q is maximized. Then, the identifier of the new version of u can be constructed from
the pair consisting of the identifiers of these versions of u1 and u2 (this is essentially the
same reasoning as in the slower solution). We could now use a dictionary to map these
pairs to identifiers. However, we can also observe that, in fact, we have reduced finding the
identifiers of all versions of all nodes u P B at the same depth d to identifying duplicates
on a list of kn pairs of numbers from rkns. This can be done by radix sorting all pairs in
linear time (more precisely, Opknq time and Opknq space), and then sweeping through the
sorted list while assigning the identifiers. This takes only Opknq time for every depth d, so
Opkn log nq for every level as claimed.
đ
The proof of Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem 4.

3

Simulating the Greedy Algorithm

We consider k trees T1 , . . . , Tk on the same set of leaves rns, and assume that every node u
has an identifier idpuq such that idpuq “ idpu1 q iff Lpuq “ Lpu1 q. We next develop a general
method for maintaining a solution C (i.e., a set of compatible identifiers) so that, given any
node u P Ti , we are able to efficiently check if Lpuq is compatible with C, meaning that
C Y Lpuq is consistent, and if so add Lpuq to C. Our method does not rely on the order in
which the sets arrive and in particular can be used to run the greedy algorithm.
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We represent C with a phylogenetic tree Tc such that C “ tLpuq : u P Tc u. Tc is called
the current consensus tree. By Lemma 2.2 of [13], S is compatible with C iff the node v P Tc
defined as the lowest common ancestor of all leaves with labels from S has the property that,
for every child v 1 of v, either Lpv 1 q X S “ H or Lpv 1 q Ď S. Recall that the lowest common
ancestor (lca) of u and v is the deepest node w that is an ancestor of both u and v. Also,
adding Lpuq to C can be done by creating a new child w of v and reconnecting every original
child v 1 of v such that Lpv 1 q Ď S to the new w. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (left).
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Figure 1 Left: adding ta, b, g, h, iu to S. Right: checking if S “ tm, n, o, b, g, h, i, ku is compatible
with Tc . Leaves corresponding to the elements of S are shown in red and their lca is v. S is not
compatible with Tc because the counter of the middle child of v is equal to 5 yet there are 7 leaves
in its subtree.

Initially, Tc consists only of n leaves attached to the common root (which corresponds to
C “ ttxu : x P rnsu). Our goal is to maintain some additional information so that given any
node u P Ti , we can check if Lpuq is compatible with C in Opn0.5 log nq time. After adding
Lpuq to C the information will be updated in amortized Opkn0.5 log nq time. To explain the
intuition, we first show how to check if Lpuq is compatible with C in roughly Op|Lpuq|q time.
Let Lpuq “ t`1 , `2 , . . . , `s u and let ui be the leaf of Tc labelled with `i . Let v be the
lowest common ancestor of u1 , u2 , . . . , us found by asking s ´ 1 lca queries: we start with
u1 and then iteratively jump to the lca of the current node and ui . Assuming that we
represent Tc in such a way that an lca query can be answered efficiently, this takes roughly
Opsq time. Then, we need to decide if for every child v 1 of v it holds that Lpv 1 q Ď Lpuq
or Lpv 1 q X Lpuq “ H. This can be done by computing, for every such v 1 , how many ui ’s
belong to the subtree rooted at v 1 , and then checking if this number is either 0 or |Lpv 1 q|. To
compute these numbers, we maintain a counter for every v 1 . Then, for every ui we retrieve
the child v 1 of v such that ui belongs to the subtree rooted at v 1 and increase the counter
of v 1 . Assuming that we represent Tc so that such v 1 can be retrieved efficiently, this again
takes roughly Opsq time. Finally, we iterate over all ui again, retrieve the corresponding
v 1 and check if its counter is equal to |Lpv 1 q| (so our representation of Tc should also allow
retrieving the number of leaves in a subtree). If not, then Lpuq is not compatible with C, see
Figure 1 (right). Otherwise, we create the new node w and reconnect to w all children v 1 of
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v, such that the counter of v 1 is equal to |Lpv 1 q|.
We would like to avoid explicitly iterating over all elements of Lpuq. This will be done
by maintaining some additional information, so that we only have to iterate over up to n0.5
elements. To explain what is the additional information we need the (standard) notion of a
micro-macro decomposition. Let b be a parameter and consider a binary tree on n nodes.
We want to partition it into Opn{bq node-disjoint subtrees called micro trees. Each micro
tree is of size at most b and contains at most two boundary nodes that are adjacent to nodes
in other micro trees. One of these boundary nodes, called the top boundary node, is the
root of the whole micro tree, and the other is called the bottom boundary node. Such a
partition is always possible and can be found in Opnq time.
We binarize every Ti to obtain Ti1 (this could be avoided by working with edge-disjoint
subtrees in the decomposition, but we find node-disjoint subtrees easier to think about; binarization adds a number of artificial nodes u for which we do not check if Lpuq is compatible
with Cq). Then, we find a micro-macro decomposition of Ti1 with b “ n0.5 (where b has been
chosen as to minimize the total running time). By properties of the decomposition we have
the following:
§ Proposition 5. For any u P Ti such that |Lpuq| ą n0.5 , there exists a boundary node v P Ti1
such that Lpuq can be obtained by adding at most n0.5 elements to Lpvq. Furthermore, v and
these up to n0.5 elements can be retrieved in Opn0.5 q time after Opnq preprocessing.
The total number of boundary nodes is only Opkn0.5 q. For each such boundary node u,
we maintain a pointer to a node fingerpuq P Tc called the finger of u, defined as the lowest
common ancestor in Tc of all leaves with labels belonging to Lpuq. Additionally, the children
of fingerpuq are partitioned into three groups: (1) vi such that Lpvi q Ď Lpuq, (2) vi such that
Lpvi q X Lpuq “ H, and (3) the rest. We call them full, empty, and mixed, respectively (with
respect to u). For each group we maintain a list storing all nodes in the group, every node
knows its group, and the group knows it size. Additionally, every group knows the total
number of leaves in all subtrees rooted at its nodes.
We also need to augment the representation Tc to allow for efficient extended lca queries.
An extended lca query, denoted lca_extpu, vq, returns the first edge on the path from the
lca of u and v to u, and -1 if u is an ancestor of v. For example, in Figure 1 (right),
lca_extpv, kq “ ´1 whereas lca_extph, kq is the edge between v and its leftmost child. The
following lemma follows by slightly tweaking the link/cut trees of Sleator and Tarjan [25].
§ Lemma 6. We can maintain a collection of rooted trees under: (1) create a new tree
consisting of a single node, (2) make the root of one tree a child of a node in another tree,
(3) delete an edge from a node to its parent, (4) count leaves in the tree containing a given
node, and (5) extended lca queries, all in Oplog nq amortized time, where n is the total size
of all trees in the collection.
Proof. We apply the link/cut trees of Sleator and Tarjan [25] to maintain the collection.
This immediately gives us the first three operations. To implement computing the size
and lca_extpu, vq queries we need to explain the internals of link/cut trees. Each tree is
partitioned into node-disjoint paths consisting of preferred edges. Each node has at most
one such edge leading to its preferred child. For each maximal path consisting of preferred
edges, called a preferred path, we store its nodes in a splay tree, where the left-to-right
order on the nodes of the splay tree corresponds to the top-bottom order on the nodes in
the rooted tree. Each such splay tree stores a pointer to the topmost node of its preferred
path. Additionally, each node of the tree stores a pointer to its current parent. A standard
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implementation of all operations on a link/cut tree is done with the access procedure. Its
goal is to change the preferred edges so that there is a preferred path starting at the root and
ending at v. This is done by first shortening the preferred path containing v so that it ends
at v. Then, we iteratively jump to the topmost node u of the current preferred path and
make u the preferred child of its parent. Whenever the preferred child of a node changes,
we need to update the splay tree representing the nodes of the preferred path. Even though
the number of jumps might be Ωpnq, it can be shown that all these updates take Oplog nq
amortized time.
Now we can explain how to implement lca_extpu, vq. First, we access node v. This
gives us a preferred path starting at the root and ending at v. Second, we access node u
while keeping track of the topmost nodes of the visited preferred paths. If u is on the same
preferred path as v, then u is an ancestor of v. Otherwise, let p be the preferred path visited
just before reaching the preferred path starting at the root of the whole tree. Then the
topmost node of p (before changing the preferred child of its parent) should be returned as
lca_extpu, vq. Thus, the complexity of lca_extpu, vq is the same as the complexity of access.
To compute the size of a tree, we augment the splay trees. Every node of a preferred
path stores the total number of leaves in all subtrees attached to it through non-preferred
edges (plus one if the node itself is a leaf). Additionally, every node of a splay tree stores the
sum of the numbers stored in its subtree, or in other words the total number of leaves in all
subtrees attached to its corresponding contiguous fragment of the preferred path through
non-preferred edges. The sums stored at the nodes of the splay tree are easily maintained
during rotations. We also need to update the total number of leaves after making a preferred
edge non-preferred or vice versa. This is easily done by accessing the sum stored at the root
of the splay tree. To access the number the leaves in the tree containing v, we need to access
v. This makes all of v’s children non-preferred and makes v the root of its splay tree. Hence,
the number stored at v is the total number of leaves in the tree containing v.
đ
We next show how to efficiently check for any u if Lpuq is compatible with C. By the
following lemma, this can be done in Opn0.5 log nq time, assuming we have stored the required
additional information. Recall that this additional information includes:
1. The tree Tc maintained using Lemma 6.
2. For every boundary node w, we store fingerpwq.
3. For every boundary node w, we store three lists containing the full, the mixed, and the
empty children of fingerpwq respectively. Each list also stores the total number of leaves
in all subtrees rooted at its nodes.
§ Lemma 7. Assuming access to the above additional information, given any node u P Ti
we can check if Lpuq is compatible with C in Opn0.5 log nq time.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 of [13], to check if Lpuq is compatible with C we need to check if, for
a node v defined as the lowest common ancestor of all leaves with labels belonging to Lpuq,
it holds that for every child v 1 of v either Lpv 1 q X Lpuq “ H or Lpv 1 q Ď Lpuq. By properties
of the micro-macro decomposition, we can retrieve a boundary node w and a set S of up
to n0.5 labels such that Lpuq “ Lpwq Y S (if |Lpuq| ă n0.5 , there is no w). See Figure 2.
Then, the lowest common ancestor of all leaves with labels belonging to Lpuq is the lowest
common ancestor of fingerpwq and all leaves with labels belonging to S. Therefore, v can
be found with |S| lca queries in Opn0.5 log nq time. Second, to check if Lpvi q X Lpuq “ H or
Lpvi q Ď Lpuq for every child vi of v we distinguish two cases:
(1) If v is a proper ancestor of fingerpwq we can calculate |Lpvi q X Lpuq| for every vi in
Op|S| log nq “ Opn0.5 log nq time as follows. Every edge has its associated counter. We
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Figure 2 A schematic illustration of the micro-macro decomposition. v is a boundary node
and Lpvq “ th, i, j, k, `, m, n, o, p, qu. Then, Lpuq “ ta, b, c, f, g, h, i, j, k, `, m, n, o, p, qu so Lpuq “
Lpvq Y ta, b, c, f, gu.

assume that all counters are set to zero before starting the procedure and will make sure
that they are cleared at the end. First, we use an lca_extpw, vq query to access the edge
leading to the subtree containing w and set its counter to |Lpwq|. Then, we iterate over all
` P S, retrieve the leaf u of Tc labelled with `, and use an lca_extpu, vq query to access the
edge leading to the subtree of v containing u and increase its counter by one. Additionally,
whenever we access an edge for the first time (in this particular query), we add it to a
temporary list Q. After having processed all ` P S, we iterate over pv, vi q P Q and check
if the counter of pv, vi q is equal to the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at vi (which
requires retrieving the number of leaves). If this condition holds for every pv, vi q P Q then
Lpuq is compatible with C and furthermore, the nodes vi such that pv, vi q P Q are exactly
the ones that should be reconnected. Finally, we iterate over the edges in Q again and reset
their counters.
(2) If v “ fingerpwq the situation is a bit more complicated because we might not have
enough time to explicitly iterate over all children of v that should be reconnected. Nevertheless, we can use a very similar method. Every edge has its associated counter (again, we
assume that the counter are set to zero before starting the procedure and will make sure that
they are cleared at the end). We also need a global counter g, that is set to the total number
of leaves in all subtrees rooted at either full or mixed children of v decreased by |Lpwq|. g
can be initialized in constant time in the first step of the procedure due to the additional
information stored with every list of children. Intuitively, g is how many leaves not belonging
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to Lpwq we still have to see to conclude that indeed Lpvi q X Lpuq “ H or Lpvi q Ď Lpuq for
every child vi of v. We iterate over ` P S and access the edge pv, vi q leading to the subtree
containing u labelled with `. We decrease g by one and, if vi is an empty child of v and
this is the first time we have seen vi (in this query) then we add the number of leaves in the
subtree rooted at vi to g. If, after having processed all ` P S, g “ 0 then we conclude that
Lpuq is compatible with C. The whole process takes Op|S| log nq “ Opn0.5 log nq time.
đ
Before explaining the details of how to update the additional information, we present
the intuition. Recall that adding Lpuq to C is done by creating a new child v 1 of v and
reconnecting some children of v to v 1 . Let the set of all children of v be C and the set of
children that should be reconnected be Cr . Note that if |Cr | “ 1 or |C| “ |Cr | then we do
not have to change anything in Tc . Otherwise, updating Tc can be implemented using two
different methods:
1. Delete edges from nodes in Cr to v. Create a new tree consisting of a single node v 1 and
make it a child of v. Then, make all nodes in Cr children of v 1 .
2. Delete edges from nodes in CzCr to v. Delete the edge from v to its parent w. Create a
new tree consisting of a single node v 1 and make it a child of w. Then, make v a child of
v 1 and also make all nodes in CzCr children of w. See Figure 3.
Thus, by using Cr or CzCr , the number of operations can be either Op|Cr |q or Op|C| ´ |Cr |q.
We claim that by choosing the cheaper option we can guarantee that the total time for
modifying the link-cut tree representation of Tc is Opn log2 nq. Intuitively, every edge of the
final consensus tree participates in Oplog nq operations, and there are at most n such edges.
This is formalized in the following lemma.
§ Lemma 8. mint|Cr |, |C| ´ |Cr |u summed over all updates of Tc is n log n.
Proof. We assume that 2 ď |Cr | ă |C| in every update, as otherwise there is nothing to
change in Tc . Then, there are at most n updates, as each of them creates a new inner node
and there are never any nodes with degree 1 in Tc .
We bound the sum of mint|Cr |, |C| ´ |Cr |u by assigning credits to inner nodes of Tc .
During the execution of the algorithm, a node u with b siblings should have log b credits.
Thus, whenever we create a new inner node we need at most log n new credits, thus the
total number of allocated credits is n log n. It remains to argue that, whenever we create a
new child v 1 of v and reconnect some of its children, the original credits of v can be used to
pay for the update and make sure that all children of v and v 1 have enough credits after the
update.
Denoting x “ |Cr | and y “ |C| ´ |Cr |, the cost of the update is mintx, yu. The total
number of credits of all children of v before the update is px ` yq logpx ` y ´ 1q. After the
update, the number of credits of all children of v is py ` 1q log y ď y log y ` log n and the
number of credits of all children of v 1 is x logpx ´ 1q. Ignoring the log n new credits allocated
to v 1 , the number of available credits is thus:
px ` yq logpx ` y ´ 1q ´ y log y ´ x logpx ´ 1q “ x logp1 ` y{px ´ 1qq ` y logp1 ` px ´ 1q{yq
which is at least mintx, yu for x ě 2, so enough to pay mint|Cr |, |C| ´ |Cr |u for the update.
Hence, the sum is at most n log n.
đ
Before presenting the whole update procedure, we need one more technical lemma.
§ Lemma 9. The procedure for checking if Lpuq is compatible with C can be requested to
return Cr in Op|Cr | ` n0.5 q time or CzCr in Op|C| ´ |Cr | ` n0.5 q time.
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Proof. By inspecting the proof of Lemma 7, we see that there are two cases depending on
whether v is a proper ancestor of fingerpwq or not.
1. If v is a proper ancestor of fingerpwq then Cr can be obtained from Q. More precisely,
for every pv, vi q P Q we add vi to Cr in Op|Cr |q total time. We can also obtain CzCr in
Op|C|q “ Op|CzCr | ` |S|q “ Op|C| ´ |Cr | ` n0.5 q time.
2. If v “ fingerpwq then, while iterating over ` P S, if this is the first time we have seen
vi then we add vi to Cr . Additionally, we add all full children of v to Cr . Thus, Cr
can be generated in Op|Cr |q time. Similarly, CzCr consists of all empty children of
v without the nodes vi seen when iterating over ` P S, and so can be generated in
Op|CzCr | ` |S|q “ Op|C| ´ |Cr | ` n0.5 q time.
Thus, we can always generate Cr in Op|Cr | ` n0.5 q time and CzCr in Op|C| ´ |Cr | ` n0.5 q
time.
đ
To add Lpuq to C, we will need to iterate over either Cr or CzCr (depending on which
is smaller). After paying additional Opn0.5 q time we can assume that we have access to a
list of the elements in the appropriate set. The additional time sums up to Opn1.5 q, because
there can be only n distinct new sets added to C.
§ Lemma 10. If Lpuq is compatible with C then, after adding Lpuq to C and modifying Tc
we can update all additional information in amortized Opkn0.5 log nq time assuming that we
add n such sets.
Proof. Recall that Tc is maintained using the data structure from Lemma 6, and adding
Lpuq to C is implemented by creating a new child v 1 of v and reconnecting some of the
children of v to v 1 . C is the set of all children of v and Cr is the set of children of v that are
reconnected to v 1 . If |Cr | ď |C| ´ |Cr | we iterate over Cr and reconnect them one-by-one. If
|Cr | ą |C| ´ |Cr | we iterate over CzCr and reconnect them to a new node w that is inserted
between v and its parent. To iterate over either Cr or CzCr , we extend the query procedure
as explained in Lemma 9. This adds Opn0.5 q to the time complexity, but then we can assume
that the requested set can be generated in time proportional to its size. To unify the case
of |Cr | ď |C| ´ |Cr | and |Cr | ą |C| ´ |Cr |, we think that v is replaced with two nodes v 1 and
v 2 , where v 1 is the parent of v 2 . All nodes in Cr become children of v 2 while all nodes of
CzCr become children of v 1 after iterating over either Cr or CzCr , depending on which set
is smaller, so by Lemma 8 in the whole process we iterate over sets of total size n log n, so
only amortized log n assuming that we add n sets Lpuq.
Consider a boundary node u. If fingerpuq ‰ v then there is no need to update the
additional information concerning u. If fingerpuq “ v then we need to decide if the finger of
u should be set to v 1 or v 2 and update the partition of the children of fingerpuq accordingly.
fingerpuq should be set to v 1 exactly when, for any w P CzCr , Lpwq X Lpuq “ H or, in other
words, all nodes in CzCr are empty with respect to u. The groups should be updated as
follows:
w
v

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9

w
v

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9

w

w

v0

v0
v

v

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9

v1 v2 v4 v8 v3 v5 v6 v7 v9

Figure 3 Reconnecting children v3 , v5 , v6 , v7 , v9 of v using the second method.
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1. If fingerpuq is set to v 2 then we should remove all nodes in CzCr from the list of empty
nodes with respect to u (as they are no longer children of fingerpuq). Other groups remain
unchanged.
2. If fingerpuq is set to v 1 then we should remove all nodes in Cr from the lists. Additionally,
we need to insert v 2 into the appropriate group: full if all nodes in Cr were full, empty
if all nodes in Cr were empty, and mixed otherwise.
We need to show that all these conditions can be checked by either iterating over the nodes of
C or over the nodes of CzCr , because we want to iterate over the smaller of these. This then
guarantees that the amortized cost of updating the additional information for a boundary
node is only Oplog nq, so amortized Opkn0.5 log nq overall.
To check if all nodes in CzCr are empty with respect to u, we can either iterate over the
nodes in CzCr or iterate over all nodes in Cr and check if all nodes in C that are full or
empty in fact belong to Cr (this is possible because we also keep the total number of full
and empty nodes in C). Thus, we can check if fingerpuq should be set to v 1 .
If fingerpuq is set to v 1 we need to decide where to put v 2 . We only explain how to decide
if all nodes in Cr are full, as the procedure for empty is symmetric. We can either iterate
over all nodes in Cr and check that they are full or iterate over all nodes in CzCr and check
that all nodes in C that are empty or mixed in fact belong to CzCr (and thus do not belong
to Cr , so all nodes in Cr are full). Finally, we add the number of leaves in the subtree rooted
at v 2 (extracted in Oplog nq time) to the appropriate sum.
It remains to describe how to remove all unnecessary nodes from the lists. Here we do not
worry about having to iterate over the smaller set, because there are only Opnq new edges
created during the whole execution of the algorithm, so we can afford to explicitly iterate
over the nodes that should be removed, that is, over C or CzCr . For every removed node,
we also subtract the number of leaves in its subtree (extracted in Oplog nq time) from the
appropriate sum. Overall, this adds Opn log nq per boundary node to the time complexity,
so only amortized Opkn0.5 log nq overall.
đ
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